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CORONA?

Wicked problems…
Urgency and magnitude of ecological and climate crisis is undisputable
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Aalto is committed to SDG Accord
also carbon neutrality by 2030 target
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Align all our 
sectors with 
the Sustainable 
Development 
Goals

Aim to involve 
all key 
stakeholder 
groups

Collaborate
across cities, 
countries and 
continents with 
other signatory 
institutions

Share our 
learning with 
local and 
global 
communities

Report 
annually on 
our 
contribution 
to the SDGs
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www.sdgaccord.org

aalto.fi/sustainability/aalto-is-committed-to-sdgs-2

www.aalto.fi/SDG



New strategy launched in Jan´20

Actions & targets 2021-2024 to be confirmed during 2021

aalto.fi/en/strategy 



Carbon neutral Aalto 2030 launches

News 27.11.2020: aalto.fi/en/sustainability/carbon-neutral-aalto-2030-action-plan
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Aalto Sustainability 2010-2015
Successes: academic performance and support, continuity in SD work, steady 

progress, broader focus from internal development to external outreach, sustainable 

campus implementation

Challenges: only high-level commitment, changes too often in governance, human 

resources very limited, declining project resources



Aalto Sustainability has engaged  
students and staff
…and will continue doing so

Thesis work, Aalto delegations to events 

and courses, competitions, projects at 

campus… 



Aalto Sustainability Hub 2017-2020

Aalto Sustainability Hub seized as a platform by 2020. 

Sustainability staff and budget will be confirmed at earliest 2021.

The same goes for target-setting, organizational structure, budget costs 

and event arrangements for spring 2021. Undecided as of today:

- A transformative budget 

- Carbon Neutral Aalto 2030



Campus as a living lab
Ossinlampi in Otaniemi – campus gardening for staff and 

students since 2013

Test-Site, by the students, for the students. Circularity 

experiments 

fb.com/AaltoTestSite/

fb.com/OtaniemiUrbanGarden/
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Green Nudge Team Programme

WHAT?

• An online programme for students to engage 
students in developing sustainability at Aalto

• Based on the UN Environment Programme’s
recent publication the Little Book of Green 
Nudges

WHEN & WHERE?

• Sept-Dec 2020, online at Aalto University

WHO?

• Aalto Sustainability team together with partners 
AYY and ACRE

MERI LÖYTTYNIEMI 2.2.2021



What are Green 
Nudges?

Positive & gentle 
persuasion(s) to 
encourage 
sustainable 
behaviour

MERI LÖYTTYNIEMI 2.2.2021



About the 
publication

• Concrete ideas on how to reduce 

your campus’ environmental 

impact through behavioural change

• Guidance on how to implement 

and evaluate behavioural

interventions in a variety of 

contexts.

• Featuring 40 nudges from 

around the world, including two 

from Aalto University. 

➢ Encourages universities all around 

the globe to implement green 

nudges to instill environmental 

values that can last a lifetime.

MERI LÖYTTYNIEMI 2.2.2021



MERI LÖYTTYNIEMI 2.2.2021



The Aalto 
program 2020 
aroused a lot 
of interest

• 66 registered  
students

• 9 teams 

• 11 mentors

JASMIN JÄRVINEN 3.2.2021



MERI LÖYTTYNIEMI 2.2.2021



Green nudge 
examples from 
Aalto University, 
Otaniemi Campus

BFIX: The maintenance points 

contain the equipment 

necessary for servicing a bicycle 

– pump station, maintenance 

stand and toolkit, and a QR code 

to a mobile guide. (Free to 

anyone using a bike!)

MERI LÖYTTYNIEMI 2.2.2021



Green nudge 
examples from 
Aalto University, 
Otaniemi Campus

FOODL

(and Yuki)

MERI LÖYTTYNIEMI 2.2.2021
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Open online course materials

Jan 2021

Pilot autumn 2020 

Jan 2021

Jan 2021

Jan 2021

Bachelor’s level

Master’s level

Additional

Joint initiative of 11 Finnish HE institutions, licence CC-BY-SA

Courses available at www.climateuniversity.fi

and aalto.fi/en/sustainability/education-for-sustainability

http://www.climateuniversity.fi/


Decarbonize course by Yale & Aalto

www.decarbonizedesign.com

More info: Prof. Matti.Kuittinen@aalto.fi

Aalto, sustainability online courses: aalto.fi/en/sustainability/education-for-sustainability

Developed as a joint 

collaboration between 

Aalto University (Finland) 

and Yale University 

(USA), this collection of 

lecture series, reference 

guides, and teaching 

materials offers tools and 

guides to help designers, 

makers, and builders 

understand and track the 

flows of carbon.

http://www.decarbonizedesign.com/
mailto:Matti.Kuittinen@aalto.fi


Student(s) union as key partner
#FridaysForFuture, Otaniemi 1,5degrees
petition & sustainable catering



Welcome to 
sustainable Aalto
Aalto University is committed to 

sustainability. We provide annually a 

brochure for new students 

highlighting how to learn and 

implement sustainability at the 

university. The materials are 

available also in Finnish and 
Swedish.

aalto.fi/en/sustainability/sustainable-aalto



AaltoSDG 
mobile app
The application supports you 
to make everyday sustainable 
actions and learn more on 

Aalto University's work on 

SDGs & education, research, 

art and everyday life.

aalto.fi/en/sustainability/aaltosdg-mobile-application



Coming up in Aalto sustainability

• Aalto Sustainability Talks, 2-3 events during spring

• Climate and hope –dialogue 20.4. with bishop of Espoo

• Sustainability Science Days conference 18.-19.5.21 online,

incl. mentoring for doctoral students, also other student engagement

• Sustainability reporting 2020 is a work in progress

• Earth Hour celebrated 24.3.2021 jointly by AYY-Aalto-ACRE

• Initiatives & student projects mentored by Aalto Sustainability,

stemming from the (student) community & Aalto Green Nudges

• Sustainability in teaching – pedagogical training for teachers, IV period

• Jan 14 Aalto received 15,4 M€ from Academy of Finland – profiling 

plans contribute to SDGs through, e.g. circular economy approach



Materials, mental support and guidelines…
it´s about implementing!

• #UnifiKekeTeesit; Finnish universities published 12 ambitious theses in 

Nov´20: ”There is no more time for ceremonial speeches – it’s time to act”

• Theses in English (available also in Swedish & Finnish)

unifi.fi/viestit/theses-on-sustainable-development-and-responsibility/

University SDG Guide | SDSN (ap-unsdsn.org)



Twelve UNIFI

theses on SD &

responsibility

In parallel with

ARENE.fi, Finnish

universities of

applied sciences

Share in social media:

#UnifiKekeTeesit

unifi.fi/uutiset/yliopistot-

julkaisevat-12-kunnianhimoista-

teesia-ja-aikovat-nousta-

kestavan-kehityksen-karkeen/

https://www.unifi.fi/uutiset/yliopistot-julkaisevat-12-kunnianhimoista-teesia-ja-aikovat-nousta-kestavan-kehityksen-karkeen/


Get in touch with
Aalto Sustainability

Social media Newsletter

@AaltoASH

@AaltoASH

@AaltoSDG
AaltoSDG

Internal mailing list
• For aalto faculty & students

• 1-10 times a week

External newsletter (once a month)

subscriptions: jasmin.jarvinen@aalto.fi

research.aalto.fi

people.aalto.fi

Download the mobile 

application on App Store or

Google Play

Researcher(s)?

aalto.fi/sustainability

http://www.aalto.fi/sustainability


Thank you -
Let´s do it together!
aalto.fi/sustainability

aalto.fi/SDG

Meri Löyttyniemi, Senior advisor for sustainability

Aalto University, Research Services

meri.loyttyniemi@aalto.fi, +358 50 313 7549

http://www.aalto.fi/
mailto:meri.loyttyniemi@aalto.fi

